We sent each of our optical character recognition-processed text files to the MTI and recorded which summaries were classified as being related to software In the MeSH Tree (ontology). We flagged all products whose summaries were assigned to the "software" MeSH term, number L01.224.900.
II. Sensitivity Analysis
In sensitivity analyses we considered an alternate method of identifying devices containing software. For this exercise, we electronically scanned each product summary for the keyword "software" and recorded whether the word "software" appeared anywhere within a device's product summary (i.e. at least once in the document).
We expected that the MTI-driven method of identifying the "software sample" would have a high sensitivity but a lower specificity relative to the keyword-based method for the following reason: in order for a text document to be flagged by the MTI's algorithm as being related to the subject of "software" the text document would need describe relevant software content in some detail -i.e. often beyond simply utilizing the keyword "software" at least once.
Indeed, the keyword-based method of identifying software products captured 100% of the products that were identified as including software using the MTI results, but also identified additional products that employ the word "software" in their product summaries at least once (Supplementary Table) .
Relative to the keyword method, we conclude that the MTI-based method of identifying software products had a 100% sensitivity, but only a 94.8% specificity in our sample. Given the high sensitivity of this method, the MTI-based software sample is the more conservative method for identifying devices with software. However, alternative results using the keyword-based definition are highly similar to those obtained using the MTI-based definition. The total share of the software device sample that includes cybersecurity content is statistically indistinguishable in every year of the sample and visibly similar over time (Supplementary 
